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cortical   circuits.  Many   cellular   mechanisms   of   synaptic   plasticity   have   been   investigated   in   which
differential elevations of postsynaptic calcium concentrations play a key role in determining the direction
and magnitude of synaptic changes. We have previously described a model of plasticity that uses calcium
currents  mediated   by  N­methyl­D­aspartate   receptors   as   the   associative   signal   for  Hebbian   learning.
However,   this model  is  not completely  stable.  In this paper,  we propose a mechanism of  stabilization
through homeostatic regulation of intracellular calcium levels. With this, synapses are stable and exhibit
properties such as those observed in metaplasticity and synaptic scaling. In addition, the model displays
synaptic   competition,   allowing   structures   to   emerge   in   the   synaptic   space   that   reflect   the   statistical
properties  of   the   inputs.  Therefore,   the  combination  of  a   fast   calcium­dependent   learning  and  a   slow
stabilization   mechanism   can   account   for   both   the   formation   of   selective   receptive   fields   and   the
maintenance of neural circuits in a state of equilibrium.
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Synaptic   plasticity   as   a   physiological   basis   for   learning   and  memory   storage   has   been   extensively
investigated. Induction of bi­directional synaptic plasticity has been shown to depend on calcium influx
into   the  postsynaptic   cell   (1,2).   In  a  previous  paper,  we proposed  a  model  of  bi­directional  activity­
dependent   synaptic  plasticity   that  depends  on   the   calcium currents  mediated  by  N­methyl­D­aspartate
receptors   (NMDARs)   (3).   In   this  model,  which  we   henceforth   denote   Calcium­Dependent   Plasticity
(CaDP), the direction and magnitude of synaptic changes are determined by a function of the intracellular
calcium concentration – basal levels of calcium generate no plasticity, moderate ones induce depression,
and higher  elevations lead to potentiation (4).  At a  synapse,   the amount  of  neurotransmitter  bound  to
NMDARs   provides   information   on   the   local,   presynaptic   activities,   while   back­propagating   action
potentials   (BPAPs)   signal   the   global,   postsynaptic   activities.   This   association   between   pre­   and
postsynaptic activities thus forms the basis for Hebbian learning. Analysis and simulations have shown that
this  model   can   explain   the   rate­,   voltage­   and   spike   timing­dependent   plasticity   as   consequences   of,
respectively,   the   temporal   integration   of   calcium   transients,   the   voltage­dependence   of   NMDAR




excitation  generates  high   levels  of  depolarization,   favoring   calcium entry   into   the  dendrites   and   thus
promoting synaptic potentiation.  Such potentiation  further  enhances  the excitability of   the cell.   In  this
paper, we complement CaDP with a biologically motivated method of synaptic stabilization. We propose












chronic  increase  [decrease]   in   the global   levels  of  cellular  activity  weakens [strengthens]   the  synaptic
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synapses,  while  depressing  others  –   in  other  words,   through  synaptic  competition.  The emergence  of












Upon  the arrival  of  a  presynaptic   spike at  synapse  i,  fi  reaches  its  maximum value.  Part  of   it  decays
exponentially with a fast time constant; the remainder decays slowly. Analogously, upon the triggering of a
postsynaptic spike, the BPAP reaches its peak value and decays as a sum of two exponentials. The voltage­












where  η([Ca]i) is a calcium­dependent learning rate,  Ω  is a U­shaped function of calcium and  λ  is a decay
term. The detailed implementation has been presented elsewhere (3) and the parameter values can be found
in the supporting information (online).
Model  of  Stabilization.  In   this paper,   the control  of  dendritic  calcium concentrations   is   implemented
through a slow, activity­dependent regulation of the NMDAR permeability, which depends on the time­





=−[k− V−V rest 2k]gkgt               (4)
can be derived from a kinetic model of NMDAR insertion and removal, with parameter gt and transition
rates  k+  and  k­(V  ­  Vrest)2,   respectively.    For   simulation   details   and   parameter   values,   see   supporting
information (online).
Simulation Methods.  Following   the  methodology  detailed   in   (18),  we  simulate   an   Integrate­and­Fire
point­neuron, with 100 excitatory and 20 inhibitory synapses. Only excitatory synapses are plastic. Each
synapse   receives   a  Poisson   spike­train  whose   parameter   is   the  mean   input   rate   of   that   synapse   (see
supporting information online). 
To introduce correlation into a subset of spike­trains, we adopt the model described in (21). Let the number
of correlated inputs be Nc. Given a correlation parameter c (0 ¿  c  ¿  1), and an input frequency r, we pre­
generate  N0 Poisson events with rate r, where  N 0=N cc 1−N c  . At each time step, these events








into  Np  non­overlapping  channels with 100/Np  synapses each.  Every 500 ms, one of   these channels  is
randomly chosen to receive stimulus rate r*; the remaining groups receive rate r < r* (Fig. 5A). For bell­
shaped patterns  (where  the rates are Gaussian functions  of   the  synaptic  position),  Gaussian functional




ρ n =rAexp − n−50 22σ 2  ,           (5)



















unimodal   (Fig.  1B),   similar   to   the   results  obtained   from  the   theoretical   formulations  of   scaling   (22).
Although the weights scale down, the output rates still increase monotonically with increasing input rates
(Fig.   1C;   for   comparison,  we  also   show  the   input­output   relation   in   the   absence   of   the   stabilization
mechanism). This differs from previously proposed models proposed to stabilize spiking neurons, where
roughly   the   same   output   levels   result,   regardless   of   the   input   rate   (22­24).  If   the   input   rate   holds
information   about   the   stimulus,  maintaining   the   input­output   relationship   could   be   important   for   the
propagation of such information across the different layers of processing in the brain.







weights in the former case,  and a 46% up­scaling in the latter.  This agrees with observations  that  the











which  measures   the   average   number   of   presynaptic   spikes   arriving  with   a   lag  ∆t  before   or   after   a





precede   postsynaptic   spikes   are   selectively   potentiated.   Excessive   potentiation   subsequently   triggers
homeostastic regulation, which in turn depresses the uncorrelated channel. The final weight distribution is
thus segregated into strong, correlated synapses and weak, uncorrelated ones, as depicted in Fig. 3B. 
Such   segregation   is   robust   across   a  wide   range   of   spike­train   parameters,   such   as   the   spike   rate  r,
correlation strength c, and number of correlated units Nc  (Fig. 4). The weights of the correlated synapses















ones   presented   in   the   previous   section   (see   supporting   information   online).   However,   because   the
correlation parameter c is the same for both groups, the winning group is random at each run. Bias can be
introduced by changing the correlation strength or the number of synapses of a group. In addition, the time









































involved  in  the fine control  of   intracellular  calcium concentrations.  Moreover,   these slow homeostatic
processes can coexist with LTD and LTP within the same formalism (Fig. 2). Plasticity at different time
scales might be due to different cellular mechanisms. Our results however show that the rapid long­term









such a way that this  is roughly maintained, regardless of  the input rate.  In our model,  stimuli without
structure produce unimodal weight distributions (Fig. 1).  At  the same time, patterned inputs produce a





rate­based   models   (25,7,8).   Both  rate­   and   spike­based   forms   of   plasticity   have   been   observed
experimentally   in   the   same  preparation   (29),   and   the   relationships   between   them  models   have   been
proposed  at   a  phenomenological   level   (30,  31).  Here,  we  show  that   the   interplay  between   these   two
mechanisms,   previously   shown  in   a   one­dimensional   neuron   (3,   13),   is   also  present   in   a  multi­input
environment,   and   could   involve   sub­cellular   mechanisms   of   coincidence­detection   and   temporal
integration of metabolites. 











































































Figure 2.  Different   timescales  of  synaptic  modification.  (A)  When  the  input activity  increases from a
reference value (10 Hz) to a higher rate (30 Hz), the synapses are transiently potentiated (blue
line).  The effects of  homeostasis manifests on a much longer timescale.  The evolution of  the
NMDAR conductance is also shown (green line). (B) Similarly, when the input decreases from the
reference to a lower rate (5 Hz), the synapses first undergo depression, then potentiation. 
Figure 3.  Selectivity   to  correlated  inputs.   (A)  The spike­triggered  presynaptic  event  density  (STPED)





figure).  The   segregation   is  only   possible  with   the   implementation   of   a   homeostatic   calcium
control. 
Figure 4.  Robustness of input selectivity. (A) The correlated group is selectively potentiated for a wide






Figure 5.  Selectivity to non­static square patterns of input  rate distribution.  (A)  An example with four
patterns, each pattern consists of 75 inputs at a lower rate  r, and 25 inputs at a higher rate  r*.
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patterns,  each  pattern  has  a  width  of  10  synapses,  baseline   amplitude  of  10  Hz,  and  a  peak
amplitude  of  40  Hz,  but   the peaks are  at  different  positions  for  each  of   them.  (B)  Temporal
evolution of  the synaptic  weights;  the colorbar  scale is  the same as in  Fig.  5B.   (C)  The final
weight distribution, and (D) the test stimulus indicate that the neuron becomes selective to pattern
3. 
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